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Recent Economic Performance
The Weirton Area1 suffered a sharp drop in employment
during the COVID-19 recession, but the region experienced
a relatively milder bout of job losses during the early
phases of the pandemic compared to many areas. Overall,
local employers cut just over 11 percent of payrolls (4,300)
in early-2020 versus a 14 percent drop in jobs at the state
and national level. The wide availability of COVID-19
vaccines and rollout of new post-infection treatments
have enabled most public health restrictions to be lifted,
which has boosted gaming visits and other segments of the
region’s economy that depend greatly on closecontact services. The region’s recovery has slightly
outpaced that of West Virginia and remained on
par with the nation, with employment in the
Weirton Area increasing by roughly 4,000 over the
past six quarters, which puts total payrolls at
roughly 98 percent of the pre-pandemic level. With
that said, the local economy does face many of the
same supply chain encumbrances and labor
market constraints that have occurred nationally,
as businesses have faced staffing issues,
production delays and other problems due to the
global scale of the pandemic’s impact.

Pittsburgh Area provided a boost to the Weirton Area’s
economy even prior to the pandemic, as an increasingly
larger share of the region’s workforce commutes to
Pittsburgh or one of its outlying counties for work.2
PERFORMANCE BY COUNTY While most of the region
endured sizable job losses at the beginning of the COVID19 pandemic, the path to recovery across the region’s
three counties has been quite different. Brooke County,
which accounts for the smallest share of population and

Although the region has performed comparatively
well over the past couple of years, the Weirton
Area was sluggish at best for much of the 2010s as
total employment in the three-county area fell by
10 percent (~4,000 jobs) between early-2010 and
late-2017. The region’s economy did stabilize in
2018 and 2019 and even experienced solid growth
among certain sectors that had endured sustained
economic declines. For example, while the area’s
natural gas, natural gas liquids (NGLs) and oil
production growth have been less robust when
compared to other parts of the Appalachian Basin,
broader growth in shale gas production and build
out of natural gas pipeline infrastructure has
increasingly bolstered manufacturing and
construction activity and helped to offset at least
some of the protracted declines that have
hampered other segments of the Weirton Area’s
economy. Healthy growth in the Greater
1
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For the purposes of this report, The Weirton Area is comprised
of three counties: Brooke and Hancock Counties from West
Virginia, and Jefferson County, Ohio.
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Sources for historical information are noted in each figure.

ENERGY SECTOR Many regions in West Virginia have a
deep historical connection to energy production,
whether its coal or natural gas. Coal production in the
Weirton Area has declined significantly over the past
couple of decades, but the area has continued to
maintain a link to the coal industry vis-à-vis industrial
coke production and electricity generation at several
local coal-fired power plants. However, these
connections have eroded over time as well due to the
secular decline in area steel manufacturing activity and
the ongoing shift away from steam coal to natural gas or
renewables to generate electricity. Mountain State
Carbon’s announcement that it will close its coke
production plant by summer 2022, causing the loss of
300 jobs. Meanwhile, First Energy subsidiary, Energy
Harbor, indicated it will likely deactivate its remaining
generators at WH Sammis Power plant in 2023 if it cannot
sell the facility to another buyer. AEP has also indicated it
will likely retire its coal-fired generation at the Cardinal
Power Plant by 2030 but that it could potentially convert
some of the plant’s capacity to natural gas to avert a
complete deactivation.

employment within the region, was not experiencing rapid
growth prior to the COVID-19 pandemic’s onset in March
2020, has only experienced a more modest rebound in
overall job growth during the recovery phase compared to
the rest of the region. At the same time, resident
employment has rebounded to pre-pandemic levels
thanks to strong growth in the Greater Pittsburgh Area’s
economy.

By contrast, the natural gas industry has become an
increasingly larger player in the area’s energy production
capabilities. Despite its small geographic footprint, Brooke
County ranks among West Virginia’s highest-producing
counties for oil and NGLs. Production activity has picked
up across the board in recent years, with natural gas
withdrawals and oil production increasing more than 40
and 55 percent, respectively, over the past two years.
Growth has been somewhat slower in terms of NGL
extraction, with a roughly 15 percent in gas liquids
between 2019 and 2021.

While some segments of the county’s manufacturing
sector continue to struggle, such as the recent
announcement by Mountain State Carbon that it will close
its coke production facility, Brooke County has enjoyed
growth in manufacturing activity. Pietro Fiorentini opened
a plant in 2019 to produce pressure valves and other parts
to support shale gas production in the tri-state area, while
another Italian manufacturing firm, Fanti, will open a new
metal packaging plant will occur later this year. The
development of the Port of West Virginia in Follansbee,
which is a joint operation between the Port of West
Virginia and Empire Diversified Energy has created
opportunity as well through major investments that could
help the area make inroads into becoming a secondary
gateway into midwestern markets.

Jefferson County has benefited from increased exploration
and development of Utica Shale resources, as natural gas
withdrawals from wells in the county have increased
nearly 62 percent in volume between 2019 and 2021.
Indeed, Jefferson only lags nearby Belmont County in
overall gas production volumes for the state of Ohio, but
the former has enjoyed much stronger growth than that of
Belmont thanks to more focused development activity in
recent years.

Still, the Weirton Area’s local economy is driven in large
part by its larger counties of Jefferson and Hancock, which
are anchored by the cities of Steubenville and most of
Weirton, as well as New Cumberland. A large share of the
region’s overall job losses since 2010 have originated from
these counties, due in large part to multiple large layoff
events in manufacturing.

Shell’s nearing completion of its new ethane cracker just
across the border in Beaver County, PA, along with
ongoing discussions by PTT Global Chemical to construct a
smaller facility in Belmont County, OH, has already
3

incentivized natural gas companies with assets in
neighboring counties to take advantage of the rich gas
deposits that tend to be more abundant in this portion of
the Marcellus and Utica shale plays. The PTT project
remains more of a discussion than a reality at present,
continues to evaluate its options with the Dilles Bottom
property in Belmont County. The company lost its initial
investment partner and has indefinitely delayed any
decision to build the facility, though Ohio has extended
environmental permits through the end of this
year as the project remains under evaluation.
Finally, the Majorsville lateral pipeline and
additional network of condensate lines connect
the region’s natural gas and NGL output to higherdemand markets both domestically and abroad
where local supply growth opportunities are
limited or affected by geopolitical issues such as
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

chain. For example, Pietro Fiorentini opened a new facility
to supply gas pressure regulators and components for
natural gas treatment plants. Other companies have
altered or expanded their production lines to manufacture
pipe fittings, controls, and other components for wellpads,
pipelines, and substations. Italian manufacturer Fanti’s
upcoming opening of a metal packaging and container
operation only serves to diversify the region’s
manufacturing profile further going forward.

MANUFACTURING The Weirton Area, which once
thrived as one of the nation’s major steelproducing centers, has experienced notable
instability in the manufacturing sector over the
last 30 years. Indeed, due to public policy changes,
shifts in global trade flows and other factors, steel
production has become an increasingly smaller
player in local manufacturing activity. Despite the
shrinking footprint of steel as one of the area’s primary
industries, manufacturing still accounts for a large portion
of employment and output in the area, with roughly 15
percent of jobs and 25 percent of total output linked to
goods production. The sector did experience a notable
setback recently, as the Mountain State Carbon coking
coal plant closure is imminent and even though all 300 jobs
present at the plant will not be lost as some will be shifted
to other facilities in the region, it serves as a broader
reminder of the manufacturing sector’s struggles in recent
decades.

SERVICE SECTORS While the Weirton Area’s economy
remains highly reliant upon manufacturing and broader
energy production vis-à-vis power plants and rising gas
output, service providing sectors play a critical and
growing role in the region’s economic fortunes. Education
and health services contains more than one-in-five of the
region’s jobs. Although some of this total accounts for a
couple of small private higher education institutions, most
of the sector is associated with healthcare providers,
which have generally been a source of stability and some
growth over the past decade or so – in line with broader
national trends. Weirton Medical Center’s recent
partnership announcement with WVU Medicine for
certain specialization options is expected to improve local
access for the region’s residents and prevent them from
traveling to other major healthcare centers for preventive
care and treatment.

The plastics, food processing, and a few miscellaneous
manufacturing subsectors have managed to add a
moderate number of jobs over the past two years. The
shale gas boom throughout the region has generated
some measurable benefits for the Weirton Area’s
manufacturing base, most notably chemicals and plastics
producers, which rely heavily on natural gas and
byproducts from shale deposits as feedstock for their
production processes. In addition, new companies have
emerged to be components of the gas industry’s supply

The COVID-19 pandemic took a significant toll on the
region’s entire services sector, even healthcare providers.
As hospitalizations increased rapidly at various stages of
the pandemic due to the erstwhile lack of vaccines or the
increased transmissibility of the Delta and Omicron
variants, the area’s hospital capacity was stretched thin,
4

and facilities were forced to cut appointments and other
types of routine care or cancel elective surgeries
altogether during periods of surging hospitalizations.
Moreover, hospital staff faced increased levels of stress
due to the intense levels of care required to administer to
hospitalized COVID-19 patients over the past two years.

In terms of the rate of unemployment for the three
counties that comprise the Weirton Area, preliminary data
indicate Brooke County has the region’s lowest jobless rate
at 5.3 percent as of the fourth quarter of 2021. Hancock
and Jefferson counties have nearly identical rates of
unemployment at 5.8 and 5.9 percent, respectively, during
the final three months of 2021.

In addition to the stresses placed upon regional
healthcare capacity and staff, the area’s consumerbased service sectors endured significant declines
during the pandemic. Indeed, consumer spending
during this time shifted more toward goods rather
than dining and other services as concerns over the
virus and various public health measures limited
the ability of consumers to spend on service
activities such as gaming (at Mountaineer Casino,
Racetrack and Resort), in-person dining or movies.
Most of these venues have experienced some level
of recovery, but just as nationally, most companies
operating within the leisure and hospitality sectors
and other similar consumer-contact driven activity
remain between five to 10 percent below prepandemic levels in terms of employment.
The area’s gaming industry struggled even prior to
the pandemic, however. Gaming has accounted for a
declining share of consumer discretionary spending at the
national level since the Great Recession, and the rollout of
newer venues that operate within just a few hours
drivetime has been a significant driver of declining visits to
Mountaineer Casino (as well as other venues in West
Virginia). The broader uptake of mobile gaming apps and
sports betting have enabled casinos like Mountaineer to
benefit from relaxed state laws that apply to these
services, but the growing number of states offering appbased sports betting services has diluted the overall
potential benefit.

LABOR FORCE Reflecting a combination of underlying
demographics and a secular decline in the region’s
manufacturing sector, the Weirton Area has long struggled
with labor force attrition. Indeed, the three-county area
saw its workforce shrink by nearly 8,000 between 2010
and 2019. The COVID-19 pandemic has only exacerbated
the region’s long-term trend of workforce attrition as
nearly 2,000 people have exited the labor force since the
statewide average for West Virginia, but at approximately
55 percent the region still lags the national rate for
workforce participation by 8 percentage points overall. On
a positive note, however, the three-county area’s low
labor force participation rate can be explained in part by
an older population, as individuals in the 25 to 54 age
groups actively participate in the workforce at rates largely
on par with the national average.

UNEMPLOYMENT The Weirton Area’s unemployment rate
has generally followed broader state and national trends
over the course of the pandemic. Indeed, the region’s
jobless rate peaked at more than 17 percent at the height
of the pandemic response in April 2020 and has fallen
sharply in the two years since then. In fact, though the
regional jobless rate is nearly two percentage points
higher than state and national averages, the three-county
area’s average rate of unemployment is now at its lowest
level since mid-2019 and is approaching levels recorded
twice historically.

INCOME Per capita personal income for the Weirton Area
is estimated at just over $47,000 during calendar year
2020, equaling an 8.5 percent increase over 2019. Federal
pandemic relief, in the form of expanded unemployment
insurance and direct payments to households, provided a
large boost to the transfer payments component of
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Per capita incomes in the region are boosted to
some extent by high wages paid by the
manufacturing sector as well as the earnings of
highly paid workers who commute into the
Pittsburgh metro area for work daily. Moreover,
growth in the gas industry has boosted local
incomes as residents in the area that hold mineral
rights have seen their incomes boosted by rising
natural gas, oil and NGL production.
Transfer payments account for an above-average
share of personal income in the Weirton Area,
though this is attributable to the region’s high share
of elderly residents. Brooke County residents
received income levels of nearly $50,000 per
person during 2020, putting it at $10,000 less than
the national average. Hancock County has the
region’s second-highest level of income and is
roughly $3,000 more than the West Virginia
average. Jefferson County, Ohio, falls short of the
regional average at nearly $44,400 per resident in
2020.
DEMOGRAPHICS The Weirton Area’s resident
population totals have declined in a steady fashion
over the past few decades. Indeed, the region’s
population numbers have shrunk by more than
16,000 since 2000. Just as with the rest of the state,
the Weirton Area’s population has been negatively
affected by deaths consistently outnumbering
births. Part of this is due to the area’s larger-thanpersonal income, more than offsetting the
transitory loss of wage income observed within the
region that occurred due to shelter-in-place orders
and subsequent restrictions on close-contact
consumer service sectors. Overall per capita
income for the region has surged 34.7 percent since
2012 (not adjusting for inflation, as presented in
Figure 6), surpassing income growth at both the
state and national levels. Even after adjusting for
inflation, residents in the Weirton Area have
enjoyed healthy gains in real purchasing power
over the last 8 years. Rapid increases in the overall
price level in the past year or so and a significant
drop-off in federal pandemic relief after the first
quarter of 2021 suggest real personal income likely
declined at an appreciable rate during 2021 and
continued during early-2022.
6

normal share of elderly residents but causes of death from
a host of issues ranging from heart disease to drug
overdoses help explain the region’s high mortality rate.
COVID-19 has also impacted the region’s health outcomes
and mortality over the past two years, as there have been
more than 26 thousand total confirmed cases and more
than 560 deaths over the course of the pandemic.
Finally, the three-county area lags both state and national
averages in measures of attaining four-year degrees or
higher, with less than 18 percent of residents aged 25
years and older possessing at least a bachelor’s degree. At
the same time, the region does perform well in terms of
two-year degrees and other types of vocational training as
12 percent of the 25 years and older population have
received an associate degree, which is several percentage
points higher than state and national averages.
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Economic Outlook
Expectations for the West Virginia and US economy during
the 2022-2026 forecast horizon will have a significant
impact on Weirton Area’s performance going forward.3
The lingering effects of the COVID-19 pandemic will
continue to fade over the course of 2022, though rising
rates of inflation and ongoing issues with product supply
chains plus heightened excess labor demand pose
significant risks to the near-term outlook at the US, state,
and regional level – at least through early-2023.

affected by public health measures will enjoy the fastest
rate of job growth over the near term and for the forecast
period as a whole. However, these sectors will continue to
see hiring activity encumbered by a rising wage bill and
ongoing supply chain disruptions. We do anticipate the
Weirton Area will reach pre-pandemic levels of
employment during the outlook period, the timing of the
job losses discussed above and near-term constraints
facing many sectors suggest this point will not be achieved
until mid- to late-2023.

After recording a smaller loss in economic activity during
the pandemic and a solid rebound since lockdown
conditions ended, the Weirton Area is expected to see a
more moderate pace of recovery during the outlook
period when compared to both state and national
averages. Of course, the region is highly exposed to cyclical
sectors such as manufacturing and energy, both directly
and indirectly, so there is considerable risk (to the upside
and downside) to growth during the forecast horizon.

ENERGY OUTLOOK Ongoing structural changes in the
nation’s energy industries will continue to shape the
Weirton Area’s economy, even though the sector accounts
for a relatively small share of direct employment. The
opening of Shell’s ethane cracker during the second half of
2022 potentially marks a first step in developing
downstream manufacturing activity that uses natural gas
and gas liquids to produce a range of chemicals and
plastics products going forward. Also, depending
upon future additions to natural gas pipeline
infrastructure and international demand for
liquefied natural gas, the tri-state area could enjoy
further growth in exploration and development
activity, including strong production areas within
Jefferson and Brooke counties.
Of course, some energy-related jobs in the area
face long odds going forward, particularly at coalfired power plants within the region. The WH
Sammis Power Plant is already slated for
deactivation in 2023 if it cannot find a buyer and
AEP has indicated it will decommission the Cardinal
Power Point at some point before 2030, though
some of that plant’s baseload capacity could be
converted to natural gas should the parent utility
operating the facility decide to do so.

Overall, we anticipate total employment will increase by
0.5 percent annually through 2026. Regional growth will
be hampered to some extent by the anticipated job losses
in 2022 and 2023 associated with the closure of Mountain
State Carbon and the probable deactivation of the Sammis
Power Plant. With the pandemic’s impact expected to
wane further, service sectors that were most heavily

Even the natural gas industry does face its own set of
downside risks. These risks largely stem from legal
challenges to midstream assets such as interstate natural
gas pipelines and storage as well as downstream projects
such as natural gas power plants and petrochemicals

3

All forecast estimates presented herein are derived from the West
Virginia University Bureau of Business & Economic Research
Econometric Model unless otherwise noted.
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continued difficulty for the area’s gaming industry
to compete with other venues in the Mid-Atlantic
region.
CONSTRUCTION Construction payrolls in the
Weirton Area are expected to remain flat overall
for the forecast horizon, but the region should
enjoy healthy growth in state- and federally
funded construction activity during the next
couple of years. Other portions of the
construction sector are expected to see a solid
performance over the next five years. Public
infrastructure investment is expected to be at a
relatively high level as the region has projects
ongoing under the Roads to Prosperity and the
state’s recent announcement to spend $1 billion
on broadband development bodes well for high-skill
construction activity.

manufacturing plants. The regulatory environment poses
a risk to the forecast, as the Biden Administration has
signaled some willingness to subject fossil fuel projects to
tougher standards based on their emissions and impact on
the climate.

Moreover, federal infrastructure spending will likely
contribute to baseline construction activity across the
country in a significant manner as the Infrastructure
Investment and Jobs Act will add hundreds of billions
nationally to physical infrastructure outlays for the next
decade. Finally, natural gas pipeline infrastructure located
within the region’s footprint has mostly been completed,
but additional investment is possible contingent upon the
legal/regulatory environment and market conditions for
natural gas and NGLs.

SERVICE SECTOR OUTLOOK Education and health services
is expected to add jobs at a 0.8 percent average annual
rate through 2026. Initial gains for the sector will be driven
by the expected waning of the COVID-19 pandemic, which
should allow healthcare facilities to return to more normal
staffing needs and scheduled care provision. Longer term,
demographic factors suggest healthcare demand will likely
increase going forward as the area’s population ages
further, but decades of declining population suggest
limited upside for significant additions to hospital
capacity—particularly given the recent closures (or sale) of
hospitals in areas like the Weirton Area.

In addition, strong income growth will likely bolster
demand for new or remodeled housing in the area as a
large share of the regional housing stock was built more
than 50 years ago. Further development of the Tri-State
Area’s natural gas industry should benefit the threecounty region as well, as companies set up their offices in
the area, along with legal, accounting, engineering, and
other business services firms. This should also help with
revitalization efforts in older cities such as Weirton and
Steubenville, where work is needed to remove some
deteriorating and abandoned commercial and industrial
properties.

At the same time, the emergence of WVU Medicine as a
strategic partner for many small- to medium-sized facilities
in West Virginia and some communities in neighboring
states provides at least a stabilizing presence for the sector
and could foster growth in certain types of specialty
medicines that were previously unavailable to residents.
Leisure and hospitality will be among the region’s leading
sources of job growth during the outlook period, but most
of these gains can be attributed to normalization of activity
as the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is only expected
to wane further in the coming quarters. Over the latter half
of the forecast horizon, the sector will be weighed down
by expectations of additional population declines and

Public sector payrolls in the Weirton Area are expected to
remain stable during the outlook period. State and local
government payrolls will see some modest growth over
the next couple of years as state, county and city agencies
return to more normal staffing levels after the pandemic
prompted a spike in early retirements and job. Federal aid
9

lowest levels for the current economic cycle. The
forecast calls for the regional unemployment rate
to fall in the mid-5-percent-range for a large
portion of the outlook period, barring a strongerthan-expected rate of economic growth or some
unexpected downturn in underlying regional or
macroeconomic conditions for one or more
important industries.
INCOME Inflation-adjusted per capita income in
the Weirton Area is projected to increase at an
average annual rate of 1.2 percent between 2022
and 2026, falling slightly below the statewide
average. Job growth in the region’s high-wage
sectors will provide a significant boost, as should
royalty payments that can be attributed to rising
shale gas and NGL production in the region. The
area’s high share of residents at or above the age
of 65 will cause government transfer payments (i.e., Social
Security and Medicare) to account for a growing share of
incomes going forward. In addition, the three-county area,
particularly Brooke and Hancock counties, will see a rising
share of income imported by commuters working in areas
in and around growing employment centers such as
Pittsburgh and its suburbs.

to state and local governments is expected to add a
backstop to certain activities, such as education, while
increased federal spending on infrastructure and other
programs will enable to direct locally generated revenue
streams to targeted areas of opportunity.
MANUFACTURING The forecast calls for manufacturing
payrolls to decline slightly during the outlook period. The
region’s chemicals and steel industries have endured
decades-long secular declines in production and
employment. Going forward, we anticipate some of these
same issues to remain in place, resulting in additional job
losses during the outlook period. Some segments of local
manufacturing activity should see some positive spillover
effect from an abundant supply of low-cost feedstock in
the Marcellus and Utica Shale play as well as the
possibility of Shell’s ethane cracker attracting new
plastics and manufacturers into the tri-state area.
In addition, continued development of upstream
gas and gas liquid resources could encourage
other industry suppliers (like Fiorentini) to expand
locally.

POPULATION Historical demographic trends for the
Weirton Area are expected to persist into the outlook
period as the forecast calls for the region’s population to
shrink at a rate of 0.5 to 0.6 percent annually during the
forecast horizon, or a decline of nearly 800 residents per

UNEMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK Large revisions to
historical data in the next benchmark revision as
well as any unanticipated changes in the Weirton
Area’s labor force participation rate could cause
the forecast for the regional unemployment rate
to differ significantly from both its projected level
and path. It appears the three-country area’s
jobless rate has already or will soon reach its
10

year. Population losses are expected to occur in all the
region’s counties.
Three fundamental demographic issues could hinder the
region’s growth potential to some degree during the
outlook period and over the longer term if they are not
addressed in some fashion. First, workers must be
educated and/or trained to meet the needs of the job
market. Second, the population must be healthy and drugfree to consistently contribute to the economy and finally,
a large and growing share of elderly population may limit
potential economic growth as these households tend not
to be part of the labor force and generate less
entrepreneurial activity on average. These issues 10
already pose a roadblock for each of these issues are
already underlying demographic characteristics for much
of the region and not improving upon them could seriously
undermine the area’s ultimate potential for economic
growth.
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